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During the transfer and scale-up of three CHO processes from 2L and 100L in process development to 2,000L 
or 12,000L manufacturing scale bioreactors, significant differences in cell culture performance were 
experienced. While each process had its own set of contributing factors to the decreased performance in 
manufacturing scale, one major common root cause related to scale difference to all three processes is the 
significant higher gas entrance velocity (GEV) in the 2,000L and 12,000L bioreactors compared to the 2L and 
100L bioreactors used in process development. This is due to the relatively small sparger area (sparger hole 
sizes and numbers) in the 2,000L and 12,000L bioreactors and the resulting high GEV caused higher shear 
stress to cells around the sparge zone.  This in turn contributed to lower viability and productivity. 
Troubleshooting experiments were performed in 2L and 100L scales using spargers with much smaller gas 
entrance area to model the high GEV in manufacturing bioreactors.  Results from these experiments confirmed 
that high GEV is a major contributing factor for poor cell culture performance in manufacturing scales. Further 
insight into the cell culture by flow cytometry revealed increased apoptosis due to high GEV. The outcomes from 
these investigations have driven the implementation of new spargers in manufacturing. The redesigned 
spargers in 2,000L and 12,000L bioreactors have larger gas entrance area (larger hole diameter and more 
holes), which lowered GEV to levels close to the 100L pilot scale bioreactor. The implementation of these new 
spargers has helped improve large scale cell culture performance in all three processes, closing the scale-up 
gap. These case studies illustrate sparger gas entrance velocity, in addition to other commonly used scale-
up/scale-down parameters, is also an important parameter to consider in order to have a successful transfer to 
manufacturing. 
 
 


